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As a company committed to
deliver new solutions and choice

for farmers, we are delighted to be
associated with CropTec 2018, an
event which supports innovation,

technology and knowledge transfer.
Liz Green, Marketing Communications Manager,

DowDuPont
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What our visitors had to say: 

How can you be involved?
The exhibition will showcase the latest technology, research and development and equipment designed to boost 
profitability in the key areas of crop protection; crop nutrition; crop establishment and crop breeding.

Exhibitors will come face to face with arable innovators; many CropTec Show visitors are looking at innovative 
solutions which improve profitability and increase yield.

The idea is to provide a learning experience for your current customers and potential customers, which will also 
enhance the opportunity for your company to take part in our BASIS & NRoSO knowledge trails.

Take advantage of the chance to demonstrate your products at The CropTec Show:

On stand – Enhance your stand area and size and 
incorporate a demonstration area next to your exhibits 
throughout the two days.

Dedicated hubs – Visitors will be able to listen to 
commentaries and presentations from exhibiting 
companies relevant to our dedicated hubs. The 2018 event 
will see a variety of new hubs on show including the 
Cereal Diseases Hub sponsored by Adama and The 
Spraying Technology Hub sponsored by Syngenta.

Sprayer test drive – In a dedicated area outside the main 
hall, sprayer manufacturers will be given the opportunity 
to both pre-arrange and invite visitors on the day to test 
drive your equipment there and then.

ABOUT THE SHOW 
The CropTec Show proved particularly timely in 2017, once 
again living up to its rapidly growing reputation as the 
knowledge exchange event for progressive arable farmers 
and their advisers concentrating on the key areas of crop 
nutrition, crop protection, crop breeding and crop 
establishment. 

2017 saw a further increase in the number and quality of 
visitors, the amount of learning received and in real business 
being done. The role that events like The CropTec Show play 
in this quest for success was highlighted by the 
overwhelmingly positive feedback from exhibitors and 
visitors.

A relaxed, informative & relevant 
event with good seminars

David Young
Grain Co, and Neil Carr, North East Grains,

first time visitors at The CropTec Show 2017
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Impressed with CropTec Show -    

it seems bigger, busier with more 
exhibitors
Neal Evison

Farm Owner, G&J Evison
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CropTec 2017
attendance
key highlights

Social Media 2017 Statistics
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OVER

rated the quality and
relevance of

exhibition stands
as good or
excellent

80% OVER

would recommend
the show to a

colleague

90%
OVER

of the visitors rated
CropTec Show 2017

as good or
excellent

85%

Twitter
Over 5,500 followers
26,801 profile visits
31.65m tweet impressions
3.05m total brand reach

Facebook
Over 1,500 page likes
226,543 reach
3,374 engaged users
1,186 page views

LinkedIn was also introduced to increase brand
coverage and promote exhibitors

KUHN had a great couple of days
at Crop Tec, with a focus on the latest
innovations in technology to support
precision farming. We look forward

to supporting the event again in 2018.

Kate Bennett
Marketing and Communications Coordinator

KUHN



It’s easy to book a stand at CropTec 2018, with prices starting from just £1170 for a 
shell scheme package.
Fill out a stand application form through our website - www.croptecshow.com alternatively 
contact one of our sales team.

Gareth Jones - Sales and Sponsorship Manager             
Tel: 01772 799494   Mob: 07881 386250
Email: gareth.jones@agribriefing.com
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The CropTec Show, which is part of AgriBriefing, the world’s leading agribusiness media and 
intelligence company, provides many opportunities to promote your products and services to 
maximise your return on investment. The nine month marketing campaign e�ectively reached over 
9.2 million people on a variety of platforms.

Promotional Opportunities 

Print Publications  – The CropTec Show 2018 will be featured in some of the biggest agricultural  
publications. In 2017, we were included in publications such as Arable Farming, CPM, Farmers 
Guardian, Farmers Weekly, Farmers Guide, Anglian Farmer and Profi. We also work closely with 
industry associations such as the AHDB, AIC, BCPC, CPA, NAAC, NFU and the VI. The print 
campaign reached a total of over 2 million for The CropTec Show 2017.

Inserts – Full colour inserts will be included in selected issues of our trade publications plus other 
leading industry trade publications. Over 50,000 inserts were printed for The CropTec Show 2017.

Online - Coverage of the show was also published online on a number of leading agricultural 
websites including Agrimoney, Farmers Guide, Farming Monthly, Farming UK, The Farming 
Forum, South East Farmer along with FGinsight that has an audience of more than 200,000 
unique visitors per month.

PR – The CropTec Show has a strong PR and digital media strategy working closely with 
agricultural PR specialists - Jane Craigie Marketing, Robert Harris Communications and The Ad 
Plain. With press releases sent to over 150 journalists, 2017 saw a total PR value reach of over 
£150,000 covering over 170 news articles.

Social Media – The CropTec Social media platforms are regularly updated with exhibitor features, 
industry relevant content, press releases and relevant re-tweets from exhibitors. Twitter saw over 
30 million tweet impressions pre-show with a further 22.78 million tweet impressions during the 
show.On the day the 2017 event also reached number 8 in the UK trends on Twitter.    

The blog is also a key part of our content plan and in 2017 
was integrated into the new website allowing for a more user 
friendly experience.

The blog is used to engage farmers and advisors by posting 
content from exhibitors, key farming social media influencers 
and industry experts on a wide variety of topics from 
Black-grass, Data Analytics, R&D, Innovation and new product 
launches. For The CropTec Show 2017, there were over 
29,000 views of the blog posts.

Joanna Wignall - Event Sales Executive
Tel: 01772 799487
Email: joanna.wignall@agribriefing.com  


